


SleeveCo has an in-house all digital prepress 
department that has the equipment, experi-
ence and expertise to transition your label from 

design to print. By having both pre-press and printing done 
in-house, we  are  able  to  ensure constant communication 
between departments.  This helps us set up and adjust your 
files for optimum print quality with minimum impact on 
timelines. Our ultimate goal is that the final printed piece 
fulfills your vision and will make your product stand out.

SleeveCo is here to support products from 
concept, to completion. Our full-time tech-
nical support team leverages our extensive 

knowledge to supply high end, aesthetically pleasing, sleeve 
solutions to our customers in the shortest time possible.

It is our belief that quality and customer 
satisfaction are the personal responsibility of

every SleeveCo team member. We know that future 
business depends on the happiness of the customer with 
every order. That is why we employ a knowledgeable, 
experienced and dedicated team at SleeveCo. We are the 
best in the industry because we provide the best service from 
conception to production of your project, along with full 
service support for all application equipment. It is our 
commitment to you.

Take advantage of all that shrink labels have to 
offer, including:

•  10 color printing with color matching system
•  360 degree marketing capability
•  Maximum line screen counts for vibrant, photographic images
•  Semi-opaque printing capabilities
•  Specialty inks
•  Precision printing from computer engraved rotogravure 
    cylinders
•  PVC, PETG, OPS, PET- LV, PLA, floatable and proprietary film                 
    formulations
•  Single mockups and small runs for test marketing
•  State-of-the-art in-house prepress department
•  Both reverse and surface print

The benefits of our stretch labels include:

            •  360 degree printable marketing area
            •  Product resistance
            •  High speed, automatic or manual application
            •  100% recyclable
            •  Patented tear off coupons and gaming pieces
            •  Fits packages from 8 ounces to 55 gallon

The benefits of SleeveCo’s Super Stretch labels 
include:

        •  Conform to the shape of bottles without heat or glue
        •  Fully recyclable
        •  Up to 30% less material
        •  Cost savings up to 25% 
        •  Can be used in hot fill application

SleeveCo has used its expertise in manufacturing 
and printing high quality sleeve labels to create 

the industry’s best stretch label application equipment.

We offer 10 different models that have been proven perform-
ers for decades. With automatic and semi-automatic models 
available, we can help you find the perfect application 
equipment for your needs.

SleeveCo, a Fort Dearborn Company, is a manufacturer of shrink and stretch sleeve 
labels, based outside of Atlanta in Dawsonville, GA. We’re completely dedicated to 
sleeve labels and have remained a key player in our industry through our work with 
some of the world’s largest and most innovative consumer goods marketers.  We 
work with Fortune 100 companies, family-owned operations, and all sizes in between.












